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Good Character Attestation (GCA)  
 
On August 24, 2020, CPHR Manitoba implemented a process for determining the good character of current 
members and new applicants for membership.   
 
The purpose of having a good character requirement is to: 
 

- Protect the public interest 
- Promote and maintain the high ethical standards of the profession 
- Maintain public confidence and safeguard the reputation of the profession 

 
CPHR Manitoba uses nine (9) questions to verify a person’s good character. The Registrar will make the final 
decision whether a new applicant or current member meets the ongoing requirement of this Good Character 
Attestation. Decisions will be made based on precedent, a point-in-time assessment of the reputation of a 
member or applicant, whether the particular situation would bring disrepute to the profession and/or whether 
there is an on-going risk to the public by having an applicant certified or a current member continue to hold 
their designated status.  
 
 
Good Character Attestation Questions 
 

1. Have you ever been found guilty of any criminal offense under any statute for which a pardon has not 
been granted? Exclude speeding and parking tickets.  
 

2. Are you currently the subject of a proceeding for an offence?  
 

3. Have you ever had a finding of unprofessional conduct or similar proceedings by any professional 
organization?  

 
4. Have you ever been denied registration, membership or a similar status by any professional 

organization?  
 

5. Has your registration, membership or similar status in a professional body ever been terminated 
involuntarily?  

 
6. While attending a post-secondary institution were you ever found to have engaged in academic 

misconduct? 
 

7. Have you been found guilty of a complaint or proceedings regarding a Human Rights Code Violation?  
 

8. Have you ever been sanctioned or had a penalty imposed upon you by a court, regulatory body, or 
similar body? 

 
9. Is there anything else that, although not specifically listed in the questions above, could be deemed 

relevant to the determination of good character if such were to come to light? (If in doubt, it is best to 
include these at this time.) 
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Frequently Asked Questions 
 

1. Why is CPHR Manitoba asking members to complete the GCA?  
 
A main pillar of our new strategic plan is focused on fostering public confidence. At the direction of the 
Board of Directors, CPHR Manitoba is implementing a Good Character Attestation. The purpose of 
having a good character requirement is to protect the public interest, promote and maintain the high 
ethical standards of the profession, and maintain public confidence and safeguard the reputation of the 
profession. Many professional associations have a reputation test as part of the registration process that 
includes the completion of several questions regarding their background and an attestation or 
affirmation of their good character.  

 
2. I am not a CPHR.  Why do I need to do this? 
 

All of our members represent CPHR Manitoba, and we want to ensure that all of our members meet the 
highest standards of conduct. Most professional associations (accountants, engineers, etc.) require their 
members to abide by a set of terms and agreement as a requirement of membership. 

 
3. What if I refuse to complete the GCA? 

 
Completing the GCA is a requirement for new members applying for membership as well as all current 
members. This is consistent with other professional associations in Manitoba. If you do not respond to 
the GCA questions, you may have your membership revoked by the CPHR Manitoba Registrar. 

 
4. Is this not an invasion of my privacy?  

 
We are collecting and using the information for a specific, stated purpose.  The information gathered 
will be kept in the highest confidence and will not be used for any other purpose. 
 
The information collected is subject to the confidentiality policy of CPHR Manitoba as directed by the 
CEO of the Association. 

 
5. What happens if I answer ‘yes’ to one of the GCA questions? 

 
If you answer ‘yes’ to any of the GCA questions or provide additional information when answering the 
GCA questions that could be deemed relevant to the determination of good character if such were to 
come to light, then CPHR Manitoba will contact you and request additional information. The CPHR 
Manitoba Registrar will review the information provided and make a decision as to whether you can 
become a member/continue your membership with CPHR Manitoba. 

 
6. Do I need to answer the GCA questions each year when I renew my membership with CPHR Manitoba? 

 
When you renew your CPHR Manitoba membership, you will be asked to confirm that you have notified 
CPHR Manitoba of any changes to the Good Character Attestation answers in your profile. 
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7. What happens if my answers to any of the GCA questions change subsequent to the renewal process? 
 

As noted in the CPHR Manitoba Code of Ethics & Rules of Professional Conduct:   

Duties to the Public: 

P113 A Member whose response to any of the CPHR Manitoba Good Character Attestation question 
changes during the course of membership with the Association shall inform the Registrar within five (5) 
business days. 

 
Contact Information 
 
If you have questions regarding the Good Character Attestation, please contact our CPHR Program Manager at 
204-943-3624 or marina@cphrmb.ca.  


